Multivariate density estimation is a popular technique in statistics with wide applications including regression models allowing for heteroskedasticity in conditional variances. The estimation problems become more challenging when observations are missing in one or more variables of the multivariate vector. A flexible class of mixture of tensor products of kernel densities is proposed which allows for easy implementation of imputation methods using Gibbs sampling and shown to have superior performance compared to some of the exisiting imputation methods currently available in literature. Numerical illustrations are provided using several simulated data scenarios and applications to couple of case studies are also presented.
Introduction
Multivariate density estimation is one of the fundamental methods in statistics and has a long history when all observations are available to users. There are various density estimation techniques and methods illustrated by Scott [? ] . However, only limited methods are known when the analysts face with missing observations. To keep the exposition simple, we begin with the bivariate case. Suppose (X i , Y i ) iid ∼ f (x, y) for i = 1, ..., n, where f (x, y) is a joint density function that needs to be estimated. We consider the case when some of the X i 's or Y i 's in the pair (X i , Y i ) are possibly missing and we assume that such observations are missing at random (MAR) according to the standard definition given by Rubin (2002) [? ] . Models for uncertain data distributions based on mixture components through Bayesian approaches have been well studied for a long time. Some authors like Ferguson (1973 Ferguson ( , 1983 [1] , Escobar & West (1995) [2] applied Bayesian methods using mixtures of Dirichlet processes and provided theoretical bases in univariate situation. Muller, Erkanli & West (1996) [3] generalized that work to multivariate framework, and used Gibbs sampler to do density estimation.
However, those methods do not consider the situation where missing data exists. Therefore, we are motivated to estimate the density function using missing data and implement missing data imputation simultaneously. For p (p ≥ 1) dimensional data x = (x miss , x obs ), we are in the framework of the mixture normal model f m (x|θ, λ) = In addition to employing those two Bayesian methods to impute the missing values, there are a lot of ways to do missing data imputation. Thus, we also compare our method with some other popular missing data imputation methods implemented in R packages such as "predictive mean matching" based on Buuren (2012, p. 73) [10] , which was proposed by Little (1988) [4] . The first one uses predictive mean matching which uses linear regression to get predictions on the missing values for numeric variables, which is implemented by one of the commonly used R package "mice" (Multivariate Imputation via Chained Equations) [5] . The second way is to use function "aregImpute" by default in the R package "Hmisc" [6] , which uses predictive mean matching with optional weighted probability sampling of donors rather than using only the closest match. The third method is a nonparametric missing value imputation using random forest which is implemented by the R package "missForest" [7] . The fourth method is from the R package "Amelia" [8] , which runs the bootstrap EM algorithm on incomplete data and creates imputed datasets. The last one is using the R package "mi" [9] (Multiple imputation with diagnostics) which builds multiple imputation models to approximate missing values and also uses predictive mean matching method. The above five R packages are the most widely used tools for the missing data imputation nowadays and we will compare ours with them through some simulation results for two dimensional data and real data application for four dimensional cases in section 3. And finally we will discuss some future work in section 4.
Methodology

Problem Setup
Suppose we have data X = (X 1 , X 2 , ..., X p ) and we want to use f (X 1 , X 2 , ..., X p |θ) to estimate the joint density of X. If our data is complete, there are several ways to deal with this problem. But if part of our data is missing, those methods are not available. So our method is developed under the motivation to solve the problem of density estimation with missing data issue.
Bayesian Mixture Density Estimation
Ferguson (1973, 1983) [1] , Escobar & West (1995) [2] and Erkanli & West (1996) [3] applied Bayesian methods using mixtures of Dirichlet processes to do density estimation. For p dimensional data x = (x 1 , ...,
λi ) can be used to approximate f (x) typically, where φ(·) is the probability density function of a standard normal distributed random variable; m is the number of modes; s ik are suitably selected knots from the data (see details in section 2.3), i = 1, ..., p, k = 1, ..., m.
In order to estimate f (x), we can first choose m and s ik suitably and use the Bayesian method to estimate θ and λ. Typical priors for θ and λ are θ ∼ Dir(α 1 , ..., α m ) and λ 2 i ∼ InverseGamma(a i , b i ), i = 1, ..., p; θ, λ 1 , ..., λ p are independent. Then, we can use Gibbs sampler to sample θ and λ given the data to estimate the density. The sampling method is shown in Algorithm 1. To implement Algorithm 1, we need Algorithm 3 and Algorithm 4 for conditional posterior sampling of θ and λ which are in the Appendix.
Algorithm 1 Typical Bayesian Mixture Density Estimation (TBMDE)
1: Suppose we have p dimensional complete data x 1 , ... Sample θ (l) ∼ θ|λ (l−1) using Algorithm 3.
5:
Sample λ 2(l) ∼ λ 2 |θ (l) using Algorithm 4.
6: end for
Gibbs Mixture Data Imputation (GMDI)
In practice, observations are sometimes missing in one or more variables of the multivariate vectors. However, we hope to make use of the observed part of the missing data to estimate the density function and impute the missing data simultaneously. For this purpose, we cannot use TBMDE which is based only on complete data. In this section, we will go through Gibbs Mixture Data Imputation (GMDI) in details which guarantees us to make use of both the complete data and the observed variables of the missing data.
First, we will show how we choose the parameters in the model. For the number of the knots m, we use cross validation to choose it, which will be shown in Section 2.4. For the knots {s ik } 1≤i≤p,1≤k≤m , they are chosen as following: (s 1k , s 2k , ..., s pk ) is a sample from the data, k = 1, ..., m.
From the multidimensional mixture normal model
we can derive the conditional density function. For a missing item of the data,
where for i = 1, ..., n do 5:
end for
end for 9:
miss using Algorithm 1.
10: end for
In our modified Gibbs sampler, we sample (θ, λ) based on observed values
and missing values, so we can make use of the data information as much as we can. After obtaining a sampled (θ, λ), we can impute the missing value of x i in
where M is the missing value index set of x.
Cross Validation
When we set up the model, a natural question is how many knots we need to choose, i.e. m, in the mixture normal model. The cross validation is a widely used way to deal with this problem.
Overview of Cross Validation
Cross validation [13] is a model validation technique for assessing how the results of a statistical analysis will generalize to an independent data set. It is mainly used in settings where the goal is prediction, and one wants to estimate how accurately a predictive model will perform in practice. In a prediction problem, a model is usually given a dataset of known data on which training is run (training dataset), and a dataset of unknown data (or first seen data)
against which the model is tested (called the validation dataset or testing set).
The goal of cross validation is to define a dataset to "test" the model in the training phase (i.e., the validation set), in order to limit problems like overfitting,
give an insight on how the model will generalize to an independent dataset (i.e., an unknown dataset), etc.
Implement Cross Validation
In our experiment, we use 5-fold cross validation to choose the best number of knots. We divide the data into 5 parts evenly and set one of them as the test data set T E and the other 4 parts as the training data set T R. For a fixed number of knots m, we use the training data to produce a series of (θ
where L is the number of posterior samples. For a sample x t = (x t1 , ..., x tp ) ∈ T E, t = 1, ..., n, we denote C t as the non-missing value index set of x t . Then for i ∈ C t , we estimate
Then we compute the scaled sum of squared of error of the test data set sSSE = xt∈T E i∈Ct
where Λ i is the sample variance of the observed values of the i th variable, i = 1, ..., p. Since our method is 5-fold cross validation, for each test data set we can calculate the sSSE r , 1 ≤ r ≤ 5, using (5). Since 5 r=1 sSSE r is a measurement for the behavior of the model when the number of knots is fixed, we calculate this measurement for different m and choose the m that has the minimal value of 5 r=1 sSSE r in our experiment.
Results and Analysis
Data Generation
We use three types of data sets to test the effectiveness of GMDI. They are from simulation, the real data set "airquality" in R package "mice" and the real data set "Iris" [15] .
Simulation Data Set-up
We consider the two dimensional random vector (X, Y ). We let X ∼
2 ), and
and we generate (X i , Y i ), i = 1, ..., n as our raw data set. Y can be seen as a dependent variable and X as an independent variable. Then, we set a proportion r of X i 's to be missing completely at random (MCAR) and set r of Y i 's to be missing completely at random but only for those Y i 's whose corresponding X i is not missing. Finally, we get the practical missing data set with sample size n. Table 1 displays a missing data set we generate in this case when n = 10 and r = 0.2 and Figure 1 displays a missing data set when n = 100 and r = 0.4.
Y NA y 2 y 3 y 4 y 5 y 6 y 7 y 8 NA y 10 Table 1 : A generated missing data set in the simulated data case when n = 10 and r = 0.2.
Real Data Set-up
We use the real data set "airquality" in R package "mice" and the real data set "Iris". In "airquality", we consider the variables "Ozone" (X 1 ), which is a dependent variable and "Solar" (X 2 ), "Wind" (X 3 ) and "Temp" (X 4 ), which are independent variables. Since the scale of the "airquality" data is large, we take log for the four variables before analyzing. In "Iris", not considering the data of classes, there are four variables including length and width of the sepal and the petal. For both data sets, we remove the missing data items away to get the raw data set. Then, we set a proportion r of each variables to be missing completely at random. If all values are missing in a data item, we remove it and then we get the practical missing data set.
Measures of Performance
To measure the performance of missing data imputation, we use the MSE criterion which measures the difference between the imputed values and true values:
where Ω is the index set of missing data and |·| is the cardinality of the set.
To measure the performance of density estimation, we first calculate the mean estimated marginal density of each variable with respect to sampled (θ, λ)'s and then use the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) [14] method to test the goodness of fit.
Comparison to TBMDE and Other Data Imputation Methods
Since we don't have prior information for the weights of knots, we set θ ∼ Dir(1/m, ..., 1/m) and λ For the real data, the sample size of the raw data set is 111 for "airquality" and 150 for "Iris" and we set r ∈ {0.1, 0.2, 0.4}. Similar as before, we impute missing values, calculate the MSE and estimate the marginal densities of X 1 , X 2 , X 3 , X 4 . The results of MSE are displayed in Figure 5 , Figure 6 and the results of p-values in the KS test are displayed in Figure 7 and 8.
From Figure 2 , 5 and 6, we see that the average MSE of GMDI is the smallest in many cases which shows its good performance in missing data imputation.
Especially, in the four-dimensional cases, with the proportion of missing data r increasing, the performance in missing data imputation of GMDI becomes better. and rather competitive among all the methods of missing data imputation.
From Figure 3 , 7 and 6, we see that using the KS test, the average p-values in GMDI are larger than those in TBMDE in all cases which implies that the mean estimated joint density function in GMDI fits the data better than TBMDE.
Moreover, when n is fixed, with the proportion of missing data r increasing, the average p-values in GMDI gradually dominate those in TBMDE. It shows that given a fixed n, the more missing data, the better GMDI is than TBMDE in density estimation. Figure 4, estimated in GMDI fit the data better than TBMDE. Moreover, the empirical 95% credible intervals of the marginal densities in GMDI are narrower than those in TBMDE which implies the low variance of the density estimation in GMDI.
Furthermore, Table 2 displays the average computing time of GMDI and TBMDE for the real data set airquality. Since GMDI makes use of both the complete data and the observed variables of the missing data, the computing time of it is longer than that of TBMDE as expected. We can also see that the computing time of GMDI does not vary much as the proportion of missing values r varies while the computing time of TBMDE does. Blue and red lines correspond to density estimation using GMDI and TBMDE respectively. 
Discussion
In our method, we make use of data with missing values to do density estimation and impute missing values. From the aspect of imputing missing data, GMDI performs better in prediction than some traditional imputation method like PMM. From the aspect of density estimation, GMDI performs better than some traditional density estimation method like TBMDE which cannot use missing data. However, since GMDI uses three Gibbs samplers, its computational complexity is larger than TBMDE so it's not time efficient. Moreover, the cross-validation method we use is based on MSE criterion and it costs much time to implement. In the future, we can consider the BIC, DIC or Bayesian cross-validation for tuning parameters selection. Besides, we can also give the number of knots m a certain prior in order to implement a full Bayesian method.
References from a joint distribution P (θ 1 , θ 2 , ..., θ m ). We denote the ith sample of them
We proceed as follows: we begin with some initial value θ (0) and suppose p(θ j |θ −j ) denotes the conditional density of θ j given
If we get the sample θ (k) , we get the sample θ (k+1) for each component of it under the mechanism
We repeat this step for m times and we will get a renewed version of θ
If such sampling is performed, these important facts hold:
• The samples approximate the joint distribution of all variables.
• The marginal distribution of any subset of variables can be approximated by simply considering the samples for that subset of variables, ignoring the rest.
• The expected value of any variable can be approximated by averaging over all the samples.
Algorithm 3 Sample θ given λ 1: Suppose we have p dimensional complete data x 1 , ... Dir(α 1 , . .., α m ) and λ is fixed. 
, where c and c are constants not related to θ .
The transition kernel density (TKD) of the Markov chain with respect to θ
The last equality holds since the expression in the second to last line is symmetric with respect to θ and θ .
Hence,
which shows the density p(θ|x 1 , ..., x n , λ) is stationary for the transition kernel density T (θ , θ) so the MCMC algorithm to sample θ given λ works.
Algorithm 4 Sample λ given θ 1: Suppose we have p dimensional complete data x 1 , ...
.., p, {λ i } 1≤i≤p are independent and θ is fixed. 
.., n.
5:
Sample λ
.., p, where x ji denotes the i th variable of x j .
6: end for
Derivation of Algorithm 4:
where c and c are constants not related to λ 2 .
The transition kernel density (TKD) of the Markov chain with respect to λ
where k = (k 1 , ..., k n ) , k i ∈ {1, ..., m}, i = 1, ..., n and
Then,
The last equality holds since the expression in the second to last line is symmetric with respect to λ 2 and λ 2 .
which shows the density p(λ 2 |x 1 , ..., x n , θ) is stationary for the transition kernel density T (λ 2 , λ 2 ) so the MCMC algorithm to sample λ 2 given θ works. 
